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Voicing concerns about
lack of Latino teachers

More in
county
living in
poverty
12.3% of residents fall
below federal threshold,
2% higher than in 2010
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A decade of hard times has
left nearly 1 in 8 Sonoma County
residents living below the federal poverty threshold, according
to recent estimates from the U.S.
Census Bureau.
At 12.3 percent for 2014, the
share of county residents who
now live below official poverty
is 2 percentage points greater
than it was in 2010. In 2014, the
federal poverty level was $14,580
for an individual and $29,820 for
a family of four.
Meanwhile, the county’s median household income has remained flat at just below $64,000
a year.
“Incomes haven’t even kept
up with inflation,” said Oscar
Chavez, assistant director of
the county Human Services Department. “What you’ve seen is
increases in the cost of living,
rent, transportation, food … and
that’s resulted in fewer takehome dollars and that’s kept
more people in poverty.”
While county economic development experts have forecasted improvements in locally in
the next couple of years, living
wage advocates warn of an ongoing lopsided recovery that is
not benefiting the lowest income
earners.
Between 2010 and 2014, an
average of 12.3 percent of the
county’s population were below the poverty line. During the
previous 5-year period, between
2005 and 2009, an average of
9.6 percent of county residents
lived in poverty. The shift represents an increase of almost
30 percent for that share of the
county’s poorest resident.
Marty Bennett, co-chairman
of North Bay Jobs with Justice,
said the 1-in-8 statistic does not
reflect the true nature of poverty in Sonoma County or across
the country. Bennett said that
even at 200 percent of the poverty level, individuals and families
are struggling to get by.
“There’s poverty, but then
there’s working poverty where
you’re working but wages are
so low you can’t attain self-suffi-
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Third-grade teacher Jenny Cavins asks her students to participate in solving a math equation at the dual-immersion Flowery Elementary School
in Agua Caliente. Cavins says the absence of Latino teachers is part of what made her want to become an educator.

45% of students, 6% of teachers are Latino;
some say disparity can be problematic

MORE
SHARE YOUR
PERSPECTIVE:
Do you think it’s
important for
nonwhite students
to have some teachers
who share their race
or ethnicity? To take
part in a short survey,
text yes or no to
The Press Democrat
at 707-413-6119.

how she might have benefited if
she’d had more
“They understood my reasons to
why I didn’t go to school that day,
or why I didn’t have the motivation, because my parents were too
concerned about the bills getting
paid or what we were going to eat,”
said Chavez, 20, now an aide in a
home for developmentally disabled
people.
“Latino teachers took the time
to call my parents,” said Chavez,
estimating she had no more than
five. “To ask what was going on and
honestly understand, due to their
own experience.”
Of Sonoma County’s 71,096 public
school students, 45 percent are Latino. But in a disparity that educators
and students say can be problematic, just 6 percent of the county’s

By JEREMY HAY
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

P

lucky and high-spirited,
Alma Chavez traveled a rocky
passage through school.
From Bellevue Elementary School
to Lawrence Cook Middle School,
through Elsie Allen, Nueva Vista
and Ridgway high schools, she
struggled. She graduated, proud
and relieved, from the Santa Rosa
alternative Youth Connections high
school in November.
For most of that time, Chavez was
out of sync, she said, with most of
her teachers. She felt many did not
get her — a Latina who lived in a
tough neighborhood with parents
who spoke little English.
The U.S.-born daughter of Mexican immigrants said the “handful”
of Latino teachers she did have,
better understood her, illustrating
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Breakdown of the
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For more photos, go to
pressdemocrat.com

The obstacles to
boosting numbers
of Latino educators
By JEREMY HAY
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The state as a whole is experiencing a shortage of teachers, but
Latino teachers are in particularly short supply. One major obstacle to boosting their numbers
is starkly visible in these figures
from Sonoma State University’s
School of Education, the biggest
local source of teachers.
Last year, 15 Latino students
completed the teacher credential
program, out of 191 students.
In the previous year, 2013-2014,
there were 10 Latino students out
of 237 credential candidates who
completed the program.
Also, because of a lack of appli-
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Climate change pact a healing step, if not a cure
ANALYSIS: Scientists say
deal falls short, but shows
leaders see scale of threat

man beings is still at risk.
And yet 50 years after the first
warning about global warming
was put on the desk of an American president, and quickly forgotten, the political system of
the world is finally responding
in a way that scientists see as
commensurate with the scale of
the threat.
“I think this Paris outcome
is going to change the world,”

the new deal really mean for the
future of the Earth?
Scientists who closely monitored the talks here said it was
not the agreement that humanity really needed. By itself, it will
not save the planet.
The great ice sheets remain
imperiled, the oceans are still
rising, forests and reefs are under stress, people are dying by
tens of thousands in heat waves
and floods, and the agriculture
system that feeds 7 billion hu-

By JUSTIN GILLIS
NEW YORK TIMES

LE BOURGET, France — After the stomping and cheering
died down, and the hugs and
toasts ended, a question hung
in the air as the climate conference came to a close: What does

TALKS CLOSE:
UN Secretary
General Ban
ki-Moon, COP21
President Laurent
Fabius and French
President Francois
Hollande mark the
end of the Paris
climate conference
Saturday.
FRANCOIS MORI / ASSOCIATED PRESS
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PALLIATIVE CARE
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The first of two meetings meant to
guide the design of Santa Rosa’s soonto-be reunified Old Courthouse Square
stirred passions Saturday over how
the $10 million project might revitalize
downtown while striking a balance between park space and parking spaces.
“The design process starts today,” declared Curt Nichols, president of civil
engineering firm Carlile-Macy, at the
start of the meeting in one of the vacant commercial buildings that ring the
square.
Dozens of downtown business and
property owners, residents, city staff
and consultants took part in the threehour meeting. It featured a presentation highlighting past iterations of the
square, a design discussion about what
makes public squares successful and
plenty of public feedback.
One dynamic that emerged was the
inherent conflict between downtown
property owners who want to maximize

More emphasis on local news and
photography throughout the section.
Coverage of state news begins on A12.
Muira Ruiz, 9, of Cobb, right, sings Christmas carols with her mother Sharon Ruiz, sister Diva Ruiz, 7, and Shawn Ford during the
Christmas in Middletown free pasta lunch for Lake County residents at the South Lake County Fire Station in Middletown, Califor-
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By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Even though construction work to
reunify Old Courthouse square won’t
begin until June 1, plenty of activity
will be going on in the square in coming
weeks and months, including removal
of trees as early as January.
Local engineering firm Carilile-Macy
won the $756,000 design contract, but a
number of subcontractors are regularly
working in the square already. In addition to the 10 Carlile-Macy staff members listed as working on the project,
the company has enlisted six firms to
help them complete the work.
These include Vargas Greenan Architecture for civic design, W-Trans
for traffic engineering, plus Guttman
& Blaevoet for lighting and electrical
engineering. Also on board are West
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A T-shirt from Whichever U might help kids to aspire

N

o grade-school child
will become his or her
family’s first college
graduate simply because of the
gift of a kid-sized T-shirt from
San Diego State or the University of Michigan or Harvard.
But the handing out of
colorful collegiate shirts was

CHRIS SMITH

dents, “Dream big dreams.”
Herman G. Hernandez, a

of all things, to ignite a spark?
OFF TO CHICAGO are
veteran Sonoma County highschool music directors Arlene
Burney and Mark Wardlaw.
Eight American teachers
will be inducted into the John
Philip Sousa Legion of Honor,

By ANNA GORMAN

KAISER HEALTH NEWS
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Jorge Fonseca,
left, and
Miguel Angel
Fonseca laugh
as they have
their photo
taken with
Lake County
District 5
supervisor
Rob Brown
who is dressed
as Santa Claus,
during the
Christmas in
Middletown
free pasta
lunch.

assisting in-depth national and world
Includes
with dying
news, obituaries. Sunday Forum, with
columns and editorials, begins on B11.

and tourism teacher Rochelle
Wattz and her students for the
kindness. The woman revealed
that she and her children were
living in their car until they
found space in a shelter.
“This was it,” Wattz said.
“This was their holiday experience.”

purchased new at the former
Murphy Chevrolet in Petaluma
and shipped to Italy.
Art bought it in Chiavari, Italy, in 1978 and shipped it back to
Sonoma County, where he’s kept
it garaged and has rarely driven
it these past 37 years.
The calendar is available at

A2
D2
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LOS ANGELES — More times
than she can count, Carin van
Zyl has heard terminally ill patients beg to die. They tell her
that they can’t handle the pain,
that the nausea is unbearable,
that the anxiety is overwhelming.
If she were in the same situation, she, too, would want
life-ending medication, even
though she doubts she would
ever take it. “I would want an
escape hatch,” she said.
In October, California became
the fifth — and largest — state
to allow physicians to prescribe
lethal medications to certain
patients who ask for it. The law
takes effect next year.
Yet van Zyl can’t see herself
as one of those doctors.
“This is my life’s work, to relieve suffering,” said van Zyl,
head of palliative care medicine
at Los Angeles County+USC
Medical Center. To her, that
does not mean cutting short a
life.
“I can’t imagine pulling the
trigger,” she said.
Weeks after Gov. Jerry Brown
signed the “end-of-life option
act” into law, palliative-care
physicians are trying to come
to terms with what it means for
them and their patients.
It’s not just a question of
whether they support physician-assisted suicide or personally would ever help end a life.
Doctors who offer palliative
care say the law underscores the
need to raise awareness about
what they do and to expand access to these services.
Contrary to some patients’
fears, they say, palliative-care
doctors are not there to hasten
death. Their job is to help seriously ill people get relief from
symptoms and stress and to
improve quality of life for them
and their families, regardless of
how long the patients may live.
The passage of an aid-indying law in California should
be a wake-up call, said R. Sean
Morrison, a professor of geriatrics and palliative-care medicine at Mt. Sinai’s Icahn School
of Medicine in New York. Support for the law is a sign of “how
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Gov. Jerry Brown signed
the “end-of-life option
act” into law in October.
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Meeting held to discuss future
design of reunified SR square
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“I’d rather be high in the saddle, than biting this dust on the ground.
But when you’re busted in half, you still gotta laugh, like some crazy rodeo clown.”
TOMMY THOMSEN, lyrics from one of his songs

SECTION D

SECTION T

Local stories about the unique people to
meet, places to go and things to do in the
county. Includes a new restaurant page.

Feature stories about events and people
in local cities and towns. Includes people,
advice columns and puzzles.
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Third-graders Daniela Guribo, right, and Kelly Montanez pick out quilts for themselves Thursday at Minnie Cannon Elementary School in Middletown.

SONOMA » Shop owner’s campaign nets 836 quilts for Middletown kids
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months after Valley fireAfterhit
Lake County,
a lifetime of hard living, Western swing veteran Tommy Thomsen
has brought his music and hard lessons learned back to his native Sonoma
Generations
of electing first woman president
residents
gather for community
event / A3
T7divided over significance
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Tommy Thomsen is a former mechant seaman, hard-core partier and a popular Western swing musician who has been all over the world, but the 67-year-old has deep roots in Sonoma,
where his family dates back 100 years. Thomsen, photographed at the Sonoma State Historic Park, has settled back in his hometown where he plans to keep performing.

ZACH GIBSON / NEW YORK TIMES

Guests attend a “Women for Hillary” event in Washington last month. The gender milestone implicit in Hillary Clinton’s bid for the presidency
resonates strongly with older women, but their younger counterparts have been less impressed.

By AMY CHOZICK
AND YAMICHE ALCINDOR
NEW YORK TIMES

B

arbara Schierenbeck, a 59-year-old
nurse in New York City, is swept
up in the excitement of potentially
electing Hillary Clinton the first female
president. She cannot understand why her
19-year-old daughter, Anna, does not feel
the same way.
“Fifteen or 20 years ago, no one would
even think about a woman being president,” Barbara Schierenbeck said. “Certainly, when I was 20 years old in the 1970s,
I don’t think I would even have thought
about it.”
But for her daughter, electing a woman,
while a nice idea, is not a motivating factor. “I want to see someone who, like, has
the fervor to fight for me,” Anna Schierenbeck said. A woman will be elected
president “pretty soon” anyway, she said,

regardless of what happens in 2016. Why
does that woman have to be Clinton?
The mother-daughter debate unfolding
in the Schierenbeck household reflects a
debate taking place across the country, as
women of varying ages and backgrounds
confront the potential milestone implicit
in Clinton’s bid very differently. As her
chances of becoming the first woman to
be nominated by a major political party
improve, many women are considering
how much gender should play into their
decisions to embrace Clinton’s candidacy
— or not.
The generational divide in how they
answer that question has added urgency
to Clinton’s efforts to focus on how she appeals to younger women, who overwhelmingly vote Democratic but who might sit
out an election if they are not excited by a
candidate. After beginning her candidacy
in April with hopes of inspiring women
that this was their moment, she is now

more intent on trying to forge common
cause on specific issues, and less on merely shattering the glass ceiling.
Unlike in her 2008 campaign, Clinton has this year leaned heavily on her
gender, often ending speeches by invoking
an America “where a father can tell his
daughter, ‘Yes, you can be anything you
want to be, even president of the United
States.’ ”
It is a powerful line for Clinton’s most
avid supporters: college-educated women
in their 50s and 60s. “For baby boomer
women, in particular, it’s ‘I fought this
whole war, and now we’re running out of
time, and if not Hillary, then who would it
be?’ ” said Celinda Lake, a Democratic pollster who is herself a baby boomer.
But younger women are less impressed.
Meghan Speed, a 20-year-old college
junior from Concord, N.C., said she expect-

“For baby boomer women, in particular, it’s
‘I fought this whole war, and now we’re running out of time,
and if not Hillary, then who would it be?’ ”
CELINDA LAKE, a Democratic pollster and baby boomer
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Back in the Saddle
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

ommy Thomsen walks through the
swinging doors of the bar at the Swiss
Hotel and goes straight for the photographs on the wall.
“My family’s been in town 100 years,” he
says, pointing to his uncles and his grandfather, a beer distributor of Danish descent.
Their professional quality, black-and-white
portraits, circa 1940, still hang in the corner
along with other Sonoma merchants.
The bar, the plaza, the buildings around it,
the greater Sonoma Valley. They all drip with
stories linked to Thomsen, a Western swing
authority and band frontman who helps keep
the sub-genre of country music alive.

In addition to years playing rock, blues and
country swing, Tommy Thomsen served time in
prison, worked decades as a merchant seaman,
but hasn’t lost his passion for music.

His roots run deep in his native Sonoma,
where he began playing guitar as a freshman
in high school and became a favorite on the
nightclub circuit, playing rock, blues and
bluegrass before settling into country swing.
He has recorded five albums and played
clubs all over the world while working as a
merchant marine, from Japan to Italy, Denmark and France.
In recent years Thomsen has stayed closer
to home. While recovering from the second
of two life-threatening illnesses, his appearances have been limited to festivals in the
Sonoma and Healdsburg plazas and a few
pub dates.
Now 67 and with liver cancer that is in re-

SANTA
ROSA warm gesture
Quilters’
High 56, Low 36
By DIANNE REBER HART
TOWNS CORRESPONDENT

dropped off to the quilt shop, sometimes in stacks
like the 80-plus from a group of quilters in San
Jose.
Kathy Miller of Michael Miller Fabrics of New
York donated 14 quilts and fabrics for the quilting
challenge. Other people unable to sew donated
money to cover quilting costs.
“Most people were grateful they had a way to
do something to help,” said Rosemurgy. “It’s part
of the tradition of quilting. You do it for yourself
because you love it but also for someone else. It’s
a way of giving.”
Middletown Unified School District Superintendent Catherine Stone credits the quilting-campaign idea to her sister, Colorado quilter, quilt
publication editor and quilt book author Laura
Roberts, along with Stone’s friend in Arcata,
Martha Haynes.
Glen Ellen quilter Jan Davis came on board
and presented the idea to Rosemurgy. Through
social media and word-of-mouth within quilting circles, the 400-quilt challenge was quickly
underway.
By Thanksgiving, youngsters were selecting
their very own quilts from among the dozens
and dozens delivered to their schools — Cobb,
Coyote Valley and Minnie Cannon. There were so
many that Stone was able to offer quilts to district
third-graders as well and share dozens more with

S WEATHER, C8
THE
onoma quilt shop owner Gery Rosemurgy
is convinced there’s something obvious yet
invisible stitched within the layers of handcrafted quilts, especially those created as gifts.
“People make quilts out of love,” said Rosemurgy, who helped organize a campaign to gather
handmade quilts for young students in the Middletown Unified
School District, where the Valley
fire ravaged the community
and left many students without
homes.
With short notice and crossed
fingers, Rosemurgy sent an email
in October to her Broadway
Quilts store customers asking
Gery
for new quilts for the holidays
Rosemurgy
for kindergartners and first- and
second-graders, nearly 400 in all.
In not quite six weeks, quilters produced 863
quilts sized especially for the young recipients.
Joining quilters from the North Bay were those
from across the state and Oregon, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, New Jersey and
Canada.
They came from individuals, quilt guilds,
sewing circles and artisans young and old,
award-winners and novices alike. Most were
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Dalila Campos, right, and Lalia Brown enjoy their
new quilts Thursday at Minnie Cannon Elementary.

MORE PHOTOS
A gallery of photos can be found at pressdemocrat.com.
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SANTA ROSA » Maria Carrillo High School senior shares her tales from the stage
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